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Objective : The purpose of this study was to develop a new Japanese neuropsychological test
to detect cognitive disorders including ADC in patients with HIV infection.
Materials and Methods : The English version of HIV dementia scale (HDS) was translated
into Japanese. The subset of timed written alphabets was changed to the subset of timed
written Japanese characters (Hiragana), in the Japanese version of the HIV dementia scale
(JHDS). After obtaining their informed consent, JHDS was administered to -, HIV
positive patients and 33 seronegative volunteers as controls. Thiry-nine of the 33 HIV
negative volunteers were tested with two instruments, the Minimental State Examination
(MMSE) and JHDS. To assess the reproducibility of the JHDS, ,* HIV negative volunteers were retested by a di#erent examiner at . weeks after the initial assessment.
Results : JHDS was relatively independent from e#ects of age, sex, years of education,
serostate of HIV infection, and the number of CD. cell counts. It is easier to evaluate the
score of JHDS, compared to other neuropsychological tests that are a#ected by sociodemographic factors, medical factors, etc. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) revealed a signiﬁcant
relationship between the JHDS score and the presence or absence of ADC (F῏,3.+1, pῐ
*.***+). The score of JHDS only reﬂected the severity of ADC and decreased with the
progression of the stage of ADC. The score of ῌ+* was the optimal point of JHDS (the
sensitivity and speciﬁcity were +.** and *.23 respectively) for diagnosing ADC. The
correlation coe$cient between the initial scores and the second scores was *.0/ (p῏*.**,1).
The reproducibility of JHDS was conﬁrmed. The scores of JHDS were signiﬁcantly
correlated to those of the MMSE (standardized regression coe$cient῏*..,, p῏*.**3).
Conclusion : JHDS was a useful device to detect ADC in patients with HIV infection and
the score of JHDS was taken into consideration when diagnosing and evaluating the stage of
ADC.
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Introduction
Cognitive impairment in human immunodeﬁciency
virus (HIV) infection shows various neurological manifestations in HIV patients, including impairment of
concentration, slowing of psychomotor speed, decline
of memory recall, and so forth. These neurological
+
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manifestations are thought to be mainly caused by the
disturbance of subcortical lesions, and lesions of the
frontal lobe. From 1ῌ to ,*ῌ of patients with HIV
infection have neuropsychological symptoms+ῌ-῍.
However, little attention has been paid to this condition
in Japan.ῌ2῍. The prevalence of dementia due to HIV
infection in HIV positive patients fell to less than
-..ῌ/῍, when associated with the development of an
antiretroviral regimen.
The relationship between employment and neurological impairments in patients with HIV infection was
reported3῍. Unemployed males showed lower neuropsychological performance than that of employed ones,

co-varying for CD. count, age, and physical limitations. The presence of cognitive impairments is one of
the most important factors to determine the quality of
life (QOL) for patients with HIV infection.
In Western countries, the neurological performances
were evaluated, using standard instruments, including
the Grooved Pegboard Test, the Minimental State Examination (MMSE), and the Executive Interview. In
addition to these standard instruments, the HIV Dementia Scale (HDS) was developed and validated as a
reliable brief screening device to detect HIV
dementia+*῍. HDS proved superior to other widely
used bedside tests such as the MMSE for identifying
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HIV dementia. It takes approximately +* minutes to
administer, and the practice of HDS is easier for health
care providers. The e#ect of highly active antiretroviral therapy (HAART) on HIV-+ associated
neurocognitive impairment was surveyed, using these
neuropsychological tests. However, health care providers in Japan had little concern about cognitive impairments. No neurological test was developed to
evaluate the extent of cognitive impairments due to
HIV infection in Japan. It is necessary to develop a
new neuropsychological test to detect HIV dementia
and evaluate its severity. The purpose of this study
was to develop such a new neuropsychological test in
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Japanese and conﬁrm its reproducibility and validity,
and to decide the optimal cut o# point to detect ADC.

Method and Subjects
The HIV dementia scale was developed by C. Power,
and his colleagues, and was used in clinical settings in
the USA in order to detect HIV dementia+*῍. HDS has
the four subsets, including timed written alphabet,
recall of four items at / min, cub copy time, and antisaccadic errors. These four assignments are able to
evalutate psychomotor speed, memory registration and

-
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recall, construction, and attention. We translated it
into Japanes (Figure +). In the original English version of HDS, psychomotor speed was evaluated through
measuring the time to write the ,0 letters of the alphabet. The ,0 Japanese letters (Hiragana) from “a” to
“ha” were used instead of the ,0 alphabet letters in the
Japanese version of the HIV dementia scale (JHDS).
The total score was ﬁgured by the sum of four subsets
scores and a total JHDS score out of +0 was calculated
for each subject.
Thirty-eight HIV positive patients without cognitive
disorders due to opportunistic infection sequentially
conﬁrmed at three general hospitals in Tokyo and
Kanagawa from June ,*** to December ,***, and were
encouraged to participate in this study by their physicians. Thirty-two patients voluntarily participated
and were examined for their mental state by psychiatrists or psyclologists, using the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, .th edition. Six patients were excluded from the analysis because of active
psychiatric disorders other than ADC. Thirty-two
HIV positive patients remained. Ninety-nine seronegative volunteers were recruited among students in
the graduate course of the university and workers in
Tokyo and Kanagawa.
The design of this study was explained in writing and
informed consents were obtained orally or in written
form.
After obtaining their informed consents, JHDS was
administered to -, HIV positive patients and 33
seronegative volunteers as controls. The immunological examination associated with HIV infection was not
administered to the 33 controls. Thus, there was a
slight possibility that an HIV positive person was included as a control in Japan. Thirty-nine of 33
seronegative volunteers were tested with two instruments, including the MMSE and JHDS. The MMSE
was administered after the JHDS. To assess the reproducibility of the JHDS, ,* seronegative volunteers were
retested by a di#erent examiner at . weeks after the
initial assessment.
HIV dementia was called AIDS dementia complex
(ADC). ADC was diagnosed in subjects, using the
Table +

ῌ female
Age
Years of education
ῌ unemployed
AIDS dementia complex

.
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diagnostic criteria of ADC of the American Academy
of Neurology AIDS task force++῍. The stage of ADC
was decided at the same time, using the Memorial
Sloan-Kettering (MSK) classiﬁcation+,῍.
The demographic characteristics of the subjects, including gender, age, years of education, occupation,
and medical factors such as history of mental disorders,
medication of psychotropics, and CD. cell count were
surveyed.
Student’s t-test was used to explore the di#erences in
age and years of education between the HIV positive
group and the control group. Chi-square test was used
to examine the di#erence in the percentage by gender
and employment. Correlation coe$cients were calculated identify the relationship between the scores of
JHDS, and age, years of education and CD. cell count.
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to examine
di#erences in JHDS score according to two variables,
the educational background and the presence of ADC.
A p value less than .*/ was considered statistically
signiﬁcant. The statistical evaluation was performed
using Stat View version /.*J (SAS Institute Inc., Cary,
NC).
The sensitivity and speciﬁcity for ADC were calculated and the optimal cut o# point of ADC in JHDS was
decided to detect ADC.

Results
The demographic characteristics of HIV positive patients and controls are shown in Table +. There was
no signiﬁcant di#erence in age and percentage of unemployed people. However, HIV positive patients included signiﬁcantly more females (22ῌ) than did the
controls (/+ῌ). There was a signiﬁcant di#erence in
years of education between the HIV positive patients
and controls. Seven of -, HIV positive patients had
ADC. The immune function of HIV positive patients
was evaluated, measuring the level of CD. cell count in
their peripheral blood and the results are shown in
Table ,. The mean of CD. cell counts was -30῎,*1/
ml.

Sociodemographic characteristics.
HIV positive (n῏-,)

Controls (n῏33)

22
--῎++
+.῎,/
1

/+
--῎3
+0῎+0
*

pῐ*4***,
p῏*430
pῐ*4***+
p῏*4+3/,
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The relationship between the JHDS scores, and
sociodemographic characteristics and medical factors is
shown in Table - and Table .. Simple correlation
analysis revealed no signiﬁcant relationship between the
JHDS scores and age or CD. cell counts. However,
the JHDS scores were signiﬁcantly related to years of
education (Table -). There was no signiﬁcant di#erence in the JHDS score according to gender, occupation
or HIV infection. The mean score of the JHDS in
patients with ADC was signiﬁcantly lower than those in
patients without ADC (Table .). These results
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suggested that the JHDS score could be related to the
years of education and ADC. When the JHDS score
was considered as dependent variable, and years of
education (* : +, yrs or less than +,, + : +0 yrs or less
than +0, , : more than +0 yrs) and the presence or
absence of ADC (* : absence, + : presence) were considered as independent variables, ANOVA showed a signiﬁcant di#erence in the JHDS score according to the
presence of ADC (pῒ*.***+), although no di#erence
Table -

The correlation between JHDS scores and,
sociodemographic characteristics and CD.

Table ,

CD. cell count of HIV positive patients (nῌ-,).

ῒ+**/ml
ῒ,**
ῒ/**

n

(ῌ)

/
+3
2

(+/40)
(/34.)
(,/4*)

Table .

cell counts.
Correlation coe$cients
Age
Years of education
CD. cell count

῏*4+/
*4-/
*4++

The relationship between JHDS score and other variables.
mean

di#erence of means

(3/ῌ conﬁdence interval)

Gender

male
female

+.4+ῐ+43
+-4-ῐ,43

῏*42,

(῏+41ῌ

*4*/)

Occupation

employed
unemployed

+-42ῐ-4/
+-41ῐ,4.

῏*4*-

(῏+4,ῌ

+4, )

Infection

positive
negative

++42ῐ-41
+,4.ῐ-4+

῏*40*

(῏+43ῌ

*41 )

ADC

presence
absence

141ῐ+42
+-41ῐ,4.

῏04*,

(῏143ῌ῏.4, )

Figure ,

pῑ*4*3pῒ*4***+
pῑ*4//

The classiﬁcation of clinical stage of ADC and the JHDS scores.
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Table /

Screening test’s ability to detect ADC.

Cut-o# point
Sensitivity
Speciﬁcity
Positive predictive value
Negative predictive value

2

3

+*

++

*4/1
*431
*4/*
*432

*41+
*430
*4/*
*432

+4**
*423
*4-+4**

+4**
*42*4,/
+4**

according to years of education was observed (Pῑ
*./.).
The relationship between the stage of ADC in MSK
and the JHDS scores is shown in Figure ,. The JHDS
scores decreased when associated with the progress of
the stage of ADC. Six patients with ADC and one
patient suspected of ADC had less than +* points in the
JHDS score.
Both JHDS and the MMSE were administered to -3
controls in order to identify the relationship between
these two instruments. The scores of JHDS were
signiﬁcantly correlated to those of the MMSE (correlation coe$cientῑ*..,, pῑ*.**3).
JHDS was repeatedly administered in ,* controls at
four weeks after the initial testing. The mean score of
the initial performance and the socre of retesting were
+...ῐ-.0 and +/.,ῐ+.+, respectively. The di#erence
of mean scores was ῏*.-. (3/῍ conﬁdential interval :
῏*.1+ῌ*.*-). There was no signiﬁcant di#erence between the mean score in the initial performance of
JHDS and that of the retesting. Correlation coe$cient
between the initial scores and the second scores was
*.03 (pῒ*.***+).
If the score of ῌ3 was set as the cut o# point of
diagnosing the ADC, the sensitivity and speciﬁcity were
*.1+ and *.30, respectively. If the score of ῌ+*, the
sensitivity and speciﬁcity were +.* and *.23, respectively
(Table /).

Discussion
The authors developed a new device to detect cognitive disorders in patients with HIV infection, based on
the English version of HDS. Such a type of neuropsychological test is necessary for the routine clinical
practice to detect cognitive disorders. If cognitive disorders are suspected on JHDS, further examinations are
necessary and the choice of e#ective antiretroviral
agents against neuropsychological manifestations could
be possible. Some investigators reported that HAART
was e#ective in HIV-associated neurocognitive
disorders+-ῌ+/῎. These reports indicated the necessity
and e$ciency of development of neuropsychological
tests to detect neuropsychological deﬁcits. These tests
0
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should be easier for healthy care professionals.
Fortunately, the number of HIV positive patients in
Japan is lower than that of most other countries+0῎.
This study had the limitation of the number of subjects.
However, our results proved the e#ectness of JHDS in
detecting ADC. Its validity and reproducibility were
conﬁrmed in this study.
JHDS was relatively independent from the e#ect of
age, sex, years of education, the presence or abscence of
HIV infection, and the number of CD. cell count. It
is easier to evaluate the score of JHDS, compared to
other neuropsychological tests that are a#ected by
sociodemographic factors, medical factors, and so
forth. The score of JHDS only reﬂected the presence
of ADC. This is a great advantage when administered
to patients with various sociodemographic backgrounds. In addition to this advantage, it takes +*
minutes to administer JHDS. Generally speaking,
JHDS does not place an unbearable burden on patients.
The mean age of subjects of this study was -,ῐ+*
years old (from ,1 to 1+). Excluding one subject 1+
years old, the range of age was from ,1 to /2 years old.
This study did not include enough subjects with 0/ or
more years of age to evaluate the e#ect of intellectual
decline caused by physiological aging. Today, most
patients with HIV infection are less than 0/ years old in
Japan. In clinical settings, JHDS would not be frequently administered to patients 0/ or older. However, if JHDS were administered to older patients, we
should pay special attention to the decline of intellectual
ability caused by physiological aging.
The relationship between the clinical stage of ADC in
MSK and the scores of JHDS is shown in Figure ,. It
showed that as the clinical stage of ADC advanced, the
socres of the JHDS gradually decreased. We tried to
decide the optimal point of JHDS for diagnosing ADC.
The sensitivity (i.e., the proportion of demented patients who were correctly identiﬁed by analysis of the
scores of JHDS) on cut o# points from 2 to +*,
speciﬁcity (i.e., the proportion of patients whithout
dementia correctly identiﬁed by the scores of JHDS),
positive predictive value (PPV ; i.e., the proportion of
patients with impaired test performance correctly
diagnosed), and negative predictive value (NPV ; i.e.,
the proportion of patients with normal test performance
correctly diagnosed)+1῎ are shown in Table /. The
dotted line in Figure , shows the score +* points. The
original English version of HDS recommended the
score of +* as the cut-o# score to detect impaired
performance. This cut-o# point maximized the sum of
sensitivity and speciﬁcity+*῎. If the score of ῌ+* was
set as cut-o# point of ADC, 0 patients who were
clinically diagnosed with ADC and one patient who was
clinically suspected of ADC, using the clinical stage of
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ADC in MSK, were regarded as exhibiting dementia in
JHDS. The sensitivity of JHDS for ADC was +.*.
One hundred twenty-four of +-+ subjects were not
demented and were classiﬁed under stage * in MSK.
One hundred ten of them showed scores of more than
+* in JHDS, and those were not regarded as demented.
Therefore, the speciﬁcity of JHDS for ADC was *.23.
The neuropsychological tests used as a screening device
for ADC should have high enough sensitivity to detect
ADC. Taking this most important function of JHDS
into consideration, the score of ῌ+* was the optimal
cut-o# point.
As mentioned above, this study has the limitation of
a low number of subjects, especially patients with ADC
and older patients. Further study is necessary to identify more precise cut-o# scores.
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